
Name:                                                                     WALK IN THEIR SHOES 
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Criterion D: Evaluating 

i. D1— Testing and Evaluating; measure the success of your shoes through out the day
ii. D2 — How can your shoes be improved? Think about the possible improvements that would help           

your shoe design
iii. D3 — How did designing & building your shoes affect you? 

Level MYP Criteria Task Specific Criteria

1-2 i. defines a testing method, 
which is used to measure 
the success of the solution 
ii. states the success of the 
solution. 

The booklet was completed in a limited way by explaining very 
little of your day wearing your own shoes. Many of the answers 
are incomplete.

3-4 •
i. states the success of the 
solution against the design 
specification based on the 
results of one relevant test 
ii. states one way in which 
the solution could be 
improved 
iii. states one way in which 
the solution can impact the 
client/target audience.  

The booklet was completed in a satisfactorily way by explaining 
a limited amount of your day wearing your own shoes with some 
effort.

      States one success of your shoes based on only one of the 
       product testing methods — Field test or Performance Test       
      Mentions only one solution to improve the shoes in 
      Aesthetics, Performance, comfort & safety 
      Did not use the Shoe Repair Station
      Mentions one detail how the building of the shoes affected 
      you.

5-6
i. states the success of the 
solution against the design 
specification based on 
relevant product testing  
ii. outlines one way in which 
the solution could be 
improved 
iii. outlines the impact of the 
solution on the client/target 
audience, with guidance.

The booklet was completed in a accurate way by explaining your day 
wearing your own shoes in detail.

      States the success of your shoes based both authentic product   
      testing — the Field test and Performance Test       
      Outlines one solution to improve the shoes for each — 
      Aesthetics, Performance, comfort & safety 
      Mentions use of Shoe Repair Station
      Described one detail how the building of the shoes affected you 
      for each D3 question.

7-8
i.  outlines the success of 
the solution against the 
design specification based 
on authentic product testing  

II.  outlines how the solution 
could be improved  

iii. outlines the impact of the 
solution on the client/target 
audience.  

The booklet was completed in an effective and accurate by clearly 
explaining your day wearing your own shoes in full detail;
      
      Outline the success of your shoes based on authentic product   
      testing — the Field test and Performance Test
      Outlines 2 improvements or ideas of your shoes for each — 
      Aesthetics, Performance, comfort & safety 
      Described the detailed use of Shoe Repair Station
      Described in detail how the building of the shoes affected you for 
      both D3 questions


